
Link2Feed is a client intake software that safely and con!dentially stores information. 

The program helps to determine program eligibility and provides Food Bank of the 

Rockies and its partners information about hunger-relief e"orts in the community.

Wherever hunger rises, so  can we.

 Our promise to you:

 We will keep your information safe and secure.

 We will treat you and your information with  

dignity and respect.

 We will never share your personal, individual 

information with anyone outside of the  

Food Bank of the Rockies partner network.

 We will never sell the information provided.

 Similar to the banking industry, Link2Feed has  

a high security standard.

 Link2Feed is bound by a licensing agreement  

to protect your personal information.

 Why use Link2Feed?

 The collected information helps Hunger Relief  

Partners and Food Bank of the Rockies better 

understand hunger in our community.

 Future visits will be faster as information only  

needs to be collected once instead of at each visit.

 Recording information on Link2Feed’s secure 

database is much safer than recording it on paper.

 Who can access my information?

 Only trained personnel can log into the system.

 This Hunger Relief Partner and Food Bank of  

the Rockies can run anonymous reports to look  

for trends and learn more about the community.

 Reports will not include personally identi!able 

information about you (name, address, date of birth)

 What information is asked?

 Name, date of birth, and address are required.

 Additional questions such as household members, 

ethnicity, education level, income level, and dietary 

considerations are not required but assist our Hunger 

Relief Partners to better meet your needs.

If you do not want to provide your information or you feel 

uncomfortable answering any questions, we respect that 

choice and will do our best to provide services to you no 

matter what.
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